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DesiMag and Attitude: capturing and keeping 
online audiences
Read and make notes on the following:
Visitors to web based products have to be engaged quickly, in less than five seconds some argue, 
before they hit the back button. Creating a successful web product funded by advertising requires 
webzines to capture and maintain the audience’s attention whilst also providing enough new 
content to ensure their readers keep revisiting their sites.

These difficulties are compounded by the fact that reading ‘on screen’ is far more taxing than paper 
or print based consumption. The sheer volume of web content available to audiences also makes it 
difficult for sites such as DesiMag and Attitude to attract fee paying advertisers. Moreover, competition 
for lucrative web advertising contracts means that advertising rates have to be kept low, and this places 
a financial pressure on sites to create engaging content with minimal personnel expenditure. Research 
suggests readers engage with written material online using the F-scan reading pattern (see below) 
– browsing quickly over the screen in search of material that fits their needs. Sites like Attitude and 
DesiMag facilitate this reading style by condensing text, chunking it into small blocks, whilst using 
emboldening, sub headers and white space to layout text for easy consumption. 

In terms of content and writing style, stories tend to be written in an active narrative voice to create 
energy – people do things or things are done to people in webzines. Journalistic pieces also use lede 
intros to quickly engage readers, providing who, what, where summaries of story content to generate 
narrative energy. List articles and bullet points also feature heavily to facilitate online readers who 
want to scan and select information rather than read it sequentially.

Landing pages use elliptical headers, omitting words to facilitate fast read speeds, whilst layouts 
are crafted using high image to text ratios, with lots of white space and short paragraphing deployed 
to create reader friendly spaces. Teaser headlines operate as clickbait links, whilst story content tends 
to be dominated by salacious headlines, celebrity gossip and suggestions of exclusivity to drive 
readers into the guts of their sites. Sponsored content and advertorials are used to land lucrative 
advertising contracts too.

Lighter stories dominate editorial mixes on home pages, with some longer reads available, but rarely 
featuring as lead articles. Importantly, stories are also ordered by release date, ensuring audiences 
know content is constantly updated, thus helping to generate repeat visits to their site. Both Attitude 
and DesiMag also make appeals to a global audience, using syndicated stories from around the 
world to create this content cheaply. These stories are particularly important in DesiMag, whose niche 
audience is connected, in terms of their identity at least, with the Asian subcontinent.

Site imagery is largely dominated by material captured from public domain sources. The limited 
budgets of webzines restrict expenditure on photography, meaning editors have to use screencaps 
of YouTube content, as well as film and television advertising, to fill pages cheaply. Such content is 
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copyright free if used in accordance with ‘fair use’ agreements. Some media commentators also suggest 
editors deliberately choose candid shots to create a sense of authenticity – enabling webzines to 
engage with audiences who are skeptical of glossy mainstream media imagery. Nevertheless, 
celebrity imagery still dominates both sites, providing audiences with much needed star power.

In terms of layout, the need to foreground advertising content means header spaces are dominated 
by ads, with sites also placing advertising in wraparounds so they are permanently visible to readers. 
Institutional information, contact details, site policies and so forth, are backgrounded at the bottom 
of pages, whilst social media links are given prominence in page headers to drive users to follow 
satellite social media services. 

Importantly, social media acts as a marketing tool to further promote site content, helping sites 
increase their visibility via user shares. Having lots of social media material linked to your website 
also helps webzines gain higher Google rankings. Material posted to social media is optimised to 
gain maximum visibility in user feeds, with research suggesting that 100 character tweets with an 
accompanying image create optimal reader impact. The use of hashtags and tagging provides 
another mechanism to connect with new users. Question based tweets with accompanying website 
links are used extensively by both DesiMag and Attitude to drive users to their sites.


